
Our company is growing rapidly and is hiring for a senior recruiter. To join our
growing team, please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for senior recruiter

Post positions, execute sourcing strategies, screen/submit candidates and
conduct regular meetings with key stakeholders to ensure effective fulfillment
of requisitions in timely manner
Consult and influence senior leadership, hiring managers and other key
stakeholders to develop strategic hiring plans sourcing and selection
strategies
Educate stakeholders on a variety of aspects related to recruiting such as
cost, industry standards, pipeline trends based on skills, sourcing
methodology and other key points
Seek creative solutions for sourcing candidates and leverage recruiting
resources such as professional organizations, social media and community
associations to attract, engage and recruit candidates
Source, screen and engage passive and active candidates
Own the ATS system, enable managers and employees to use it efficiently
Act as a trusted advisor to assigned managers on recruiting best practices,
industry trends, candidate interviewing strategies and techniques
Review resumes and conduct phone screens to assess knowledge,
experience, ability, motivation, and overall interest in the opportunity
Recommend qualified candidates to appropriate manager for further review
Responsible for promoting and maintaining fair employment practices

Qualifications for senior recruiter

A Bachelor’s Degree and 5 to 7 years’ experience ideally in both agency and
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Select recruitment sources and techniques to effectively fulfill the
organization’s talent needs
Demonstrated success with individual contributor up to Director-level
Recruiting
Proficiency using applicant tracking software, HRIS systems, electronic job
boards
Demonstrated ability to establish credibility, lead by influencing, coupled with
the ability to recognize and support the organization’s preferences and
priorities
Effective at managing multiple competing priorities under tight deadlines,
engaging stakeholders, driving accountability ability to prioritize conflicting
demands, organize time and resources to deliver solid and consistent results
for the business and bring assignments to successful completion


